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Introduction
Prefixes, Suffixes, and Roots, Grade 4+, is a program that provides eleven
unique sequenced lessons that teach students in grade four and above to
identify and to spell root words with prefixes and suffixes and to learn their
meanings. Learning the meaningful parts that make up words (prefixes,
suffixes, and roots) is a key to decoding and understanding big words.
A prefix is a word part (a letter or group of letters) added to the beginning of
a word, a word part that changes the word’s meaning. A suffix is a word
part (a letter or a group of letters) that appears at the end of a word.
Although suffixes carry meaning, their primary function is changing words
into different parts of speech (nouns, verbs, and adjectives, for example).
The program focuses on suffixes that add or change the meaning of the
word, and includes words that are consistent and easy to understand. By
analyzing prefixed and suffixed words, students learn clusters of words that
share common elements: review, repay, helpful, thankful, and fearful, for
example.
The Prefixes, Suffixes, and Roots, Grade 4 +, program has eleven lessons,
each with the same structure, making the program comfortable for students
and easy for teachers to present. Lesson reviews and final reviews insure
optimal learning. In English, the prefixes un, re, in, and dis represent over
half of the prefixed words. These four prefixes and more are included in the
program. For learning reinforcement and for enjoyment, a word search of
lesson words is included in each lesson review.
After teacher introduction of each lesson, including discussion of word
meanings, students can do all parts of the program lessons independently
with the exception of the Speed-Read Card, a timed rapid reading test.
Timed rapid reading is important for improving automatic word recognition.
Following are the directions for the Speed-Read Card: Students complete
the Speed-Read Cards with the teacher, the aide, or another student (the
reading partner). The teacher, the aide, or the student reading partner asks
students to read the test words and times them for 15 to 30 seconds or
longer. Then students count the number of words they have read. If
students read all of the words before the end of the timed period, they start
the test again and count the additional words in their totals.

LESSON ONE unun- disdisThe prefix un- means not or opposite of.
The prefix dis- means not, opposite of, or away.
PART 1 Underline the prefix in each word.

un-

dis-

unknown

discourage

uncover

dispose

disrespect

unnecessary

unbelievable

discontinue

PART 2 Write each word under the correct spelling pattern.

un- (not, opposite of)

dis- (not, opposite of, away)

unknown

PART 3 Write the word for the definition.

uncover

unnecessary

unknown

unbelievable..

1. not known; not discovered

_____________________

2. not necessary; not wanted

_____________________

3. not believable; amazing

_____________________

4. opposite of cover; make known

_____________________

dispose

discontinue

disrespect

discourage..

5. not respect; rudeness

_____________________

6. not continue; to stop

_____________________

7. throw away; get rid of

_____________________

8. take away courage or spirit

_____________________
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The prefix un- means not or opposite of.
The prefix dis- means not, opposite of, or away.
PART 1 Write

un- or dis- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

1. __un known

un/know n

2. _____ courage

__ __ __/__ __ __ __/__ __ __

3. _____ necessary

__ __/__ __/__ __ __/__ __ __/__

4. _____ pose

__ __ __/__ __ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. An ______________________ .poet wrote the poem. (not known)
6. Will the city find a new place to ____________________of the trash?
7. One low test score should not ______________________ you.
8. On this warm day, a jacket is ______________________ . (not necessary)
PART 2 Write

un- or dis- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

1. _____ cover

__ __/__ __ __/__ __

2. _____ respect

__ __ __/__ __/__ __ __ __ __

3. _____ continue

__ __ __/__ __ __/__ __ __/__ __

4. _____ believable

__ __/__ __/__ __ __ __ /__/__ __ __

nChoose a word from

above to complete each sentence.

5. Your lost spaceship story is ______________________ . (not believable)
6. In the spring we ______________________ the swimming pool.
7. Laughing at someone’s mistake shows ______________________ .
8. Did they ______________________ my favorite magazine? (not continue)
PART 3 Write the missing letters to make each word.

un _ _ own

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ sary

_ _ _ pose

_ _ _ _ _ spect
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_ _ be _ _ _ _ able
_ _ _ _ _ _ tinue

PART 1 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

un sure

un cov er

un nec es sar y

un be liev a ble

dis re spect

dis cour age

dis be lief

dis a pprove

PART 2 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

unsure

uncover

unnecessary

unbelievable

disrespect

discourage

disbelief

disapprove

PREFIX QUIZ 1
nUnderline the prefix in the first word.
nCircle two answers that have the same or a similar meaning as the first word.

1. unknown

not known

not discovered

famous

2. discontinue

stop

continue

not continue

3. unbelievable

not believable

believable

amazing

4. uncover

make known

opposite of cover

cover up

5. discourage

take away courage

6. unnecessary

not necessary

important

not wanted

7. disrespect

honor

not respect

rudeness

8. dispose

dust

get rid of

throw away

brave

take away spirit

nWrite a sentence for each word: unnecessary, discontinue, unbelievable, uncover.

1.
2.
3.
4.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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LESSON TWO inin- imimThe prefixes in- and im- often mean not.
in-

PART 1 Underline the prefix in each word.

im-

incomplete

impossible

impolite

incapable

imperfect

incurable

infrequent

impure

PART 2 Write each word under the correct spelling pattern.

in- (not)

im- (not)

incomplete

PART 3 Write the word for the definition.

incapable

infrequent

incomplete

incurable

1. not complete; unfinished _____________________
2. not curable; hopeless _____________________
3. not capable; not able

_____________________

4. not frequent; not often

_____________________

impossible

impolite

impure

imperfect

5. not polite; rude

_____________________

6. not pure; unclean

_____________________

7. not possible; hopeless

_____________________

8. not perfect; flawed

_____________________
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The prefixes in- and im- often mean not.
PART 1 Write

in- or im- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

(Hint: Use the prefix im in front of root words beginning with the letter p.)

1. _____ complete

__ __/__ __ __/__ __ __ __ __

2. _____ pure

__ __/__ __ __ __

3. _____ possible

__ __/__ __ __/__ __/__ __ __

4. _____ curable

__ __ /__ __ __/__/__ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. Is crossing the raging river without a boat ______________________ .? (not possible)
6. A story is ______________________ without an ending.
7. The ______________________ drinking water must be boiled. (not pure)
8. In the future, there may be cures for some ____________________ diseases.
PART 2 Write

in- or im- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

(Hint: Use the prefix im in front of root words beginning with the letter p.)

1. _____ polite

__ __/__ __/__ __ __ __

2. _____ capable

__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __ __

3. _____ frequent

__ __/__ __ __/__ __ __ __ __

4. _____ perfect

__ __ /__ __ __/__ __ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. I am ______________________ of breathing under water. (not capable)
6. Talking loudly in the library is ______________________ .
7. The painting is ____________________ but I bought it anyway. (not perfect)
8. When will the rainy weather become more ______________________ ?
PART 3 Write the missing letters to complete each word.

_ _ _ _ _ plete
__p___

_ _ _ _ _ quent
_ _ _ _ _ sible
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_ _ cur _ _ _ _
_ _ per _ _ _ _

PART 1 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

in com plete

in cur a ble

in ca pa ble

in fre quent

im pos si ble

im po lite

im per fect

im pure

PART 2 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

incomplete

incurable

incapable

infrequent

impossible

impolite

imperfect

impure

PREFIX QUIZ 2
nUnderline the prefix in the first word.
nCircle two answers that have the same or a similar meaning as the first word.

1. incomplete

finished

not complete

unfinished

2. impolite

rude

not polite

not happy

3. incurable

not curable

inside

hopeless

4. impure

not pure

unclean

pure

5. impossible

not possible

hopeful

hopeless

6. incapable

not able

skillful

not capable

7. infrequent

not complete

not frequent

not often

8. imperfect

not perfect

flawed

excellent

nWrite a sentence for each word: incomplete, incurable, impossible, impure.

1.
2.
3.
4.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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REVIEW,
REVIEW, LESSONS ONE AND TWO
unknown

uncover

unnecessary

unbelievable

disagree

discontinue

disrespect

discourage

incomplete

incapable

incurable

infrequent

impossible

impure

impolite

imperfect

PREFIX PUZZLE
nCircle

the words from above that you find in the puzzle.
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n
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n
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e
t

e
t
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t
l
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z

v
i
s
e
i
l
e
e
r
h

Write the words you found below.
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a
n
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n
b
e
p
t
z
x

b
u
r
t
l
s
p
e
g
a

l
e
y
r
e
v
o
c
n
u

e
g
a
r
u
o
c
s
i
d

d
i
s
a
g
r
e
e
v
c

a
i
m
p
e
r
f
e
c
t

d
i
n
c
a
p
a
b
l
e

LESSON THREE inin- imimThe prefixes in- and im- can mean in or into.
PART 1 Underline the prefix in each word.

inhale
indent

in-

im-

improve
inflate

imprison
import

interior
immigrate

PART 2 Write each word under the correct spelling pattern.

in- (in; into)

im- (in; into)

inhale

PART 3 Write the word for the definition.

inflate

inhale

indent

interior

1. breathe in

_____________________

2. set in the first line of a paragraph

_____________________

3. put air into; blow up

_____________________

4. the inside; the inner part

_____________________

import

immigrate

imprison

improve

5. bring into the country; introduce

__________________

6. put someone in prison; lock up

__________________

7. migrate; come into a country to live

__________________

8. become better in something; develop

__________________
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The prefixes in- and im- can mean in or into.
PART 1 Write in- or im- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.
(Hint: Use the prefix im in front of root words that begin with the letter p or the letter m.)

1. _____ hale

__ __/__ __ __ __

2. _____ prove

__ __/__ __ __ __ __

3. _____ migrate

__ __/__ __/__ __ __ __ __

4. _____ dent

__ __ /__ __ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. Did you ______________________ the beginning of each paragraph?
6. Try not to ______________________ smoke from the fire.
7. People who ______________________ into a country are called immigrants.
8. We will ______________________ our grades this year.
PART 2 Write in- or im- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.
(Hint: Use the prefix im in front of root words that begin with the letter p or the letter m.)

1. _____ ports

__ __/__ __ __ __ __

2. _____ flate

__ __/__ __ __ __ __

3. _____ terior

__ __/__ __ __/__/__ __

4. _____ prisoned

__ __ /__ __ __ __/__ __/__ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. My company ______________________ and exports toys from many countries.
6. Should you ______________________ your bike tire before you ride?
7. The thieves were caught and ____________________ .
8. After they paint the exterior of the house, they will paint the __________________ .
PART 3 Write the missing letters to make words.

_ _ fl _ _ _

__d___

_ _ pr _ _ _ _

__p____
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_ _ ter _ _ _
_ _ mi _ _ _ _ _

PART 1 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

in flate

in hale

in dent

in ter i or

im port

im prove

im pris on

im mi grate

PART 2 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

inflate

inhale

indent

interior

import

improve

imprison

immigrate

PREFIX QUIZ 3
nUnderline the prefix in the first word.
nCircle one or two answers that have the same or a similar meaning as the first word.

1. inhale (1)

inside

blow out

breathe in

2. indent (1)

outside

paragraph

set in

3. immigrate (1)

help

being great

come into a country

4. imprison (1)

judge

lock tight

put in prison

5. inflate (2)

blow up

breathe in

put air into

6. import (1)

export

introduce

bring into the country

7. interior (2)

the inside

the inner part

the outside

8. improve (2)

go backward

develop

become better

nWrite a sentence for each word: inhale, inflate, improve, import.

1.
2.
3.
4.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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LESSON FOUR rere- prepreThe prefix re- means back, again, or against.
The prefix pre- means before.
PART 1 Underline the prefix in each word. re-

pre-

reorganize

previous

refund

rebel

prevent

prejudge

retreat

president

PART 2 Write each word under the correct spelling pattern.

re- (back; again; against)
reorganize

pre-

(before)

PART 3 Write the word for the definition.

refund

reorganize

rebel

retreat..

1. organize again

_____________________

2. go back; move away

_____________________

3. pay back; repay

_____________________

4. be against; resist

_____________________

prejudge

president

previous

5. judge before; decide without the facts

prevent..

_________________

6. stop before something happens; avoid _________________
7. happening before; prior

_________________

8. the person before all others; the head _________________
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The prefix re- means back or again.
The prefix pre- means before.
PART 1 Write re- or pre- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

1. _____ judge

__ __ __/__ __ __ __ __

2. _____ treat

__ __/__ __ __ __ __

3. _____ fund

__ __/__ __ __ __

4. _____ vent

__ __ __/__ __ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. Can you think of ways to ______________________ catching a cold?
6. Did your tax ______________________ come in the mail today?
7. The jury did not want to ___________________ the man based on news reports.
8. The army was forced to ______________________ from the battle.
PART 2 Write re- or pre- to complete each word. Write the new word on the lines.

1. _____ organize

__ __/__ __/__ __ __/__ __ __

2. _____ bel

__ __ /__ __ __

3. _____ vious

__ __ __/__ __/__ __ __

4. _____ sident

__ __ __/__ __/__ __ __ __

nChoose a word from above to complete each sentence.

5. Do you have _____________________ work experience?
6. The person before all others in our government is the _____________________ .
7. Help me _____________________ my story.
8. People sometimes ____________________ against unfair taxes..
PART 3 Write the missing letters to make words.

__b__
___v___

_ _ tr _ _ _
___j____
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_ _ or _ _ _ _ _ _
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12

____i____

PART 1 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

re fund

re bel

re treat

re or gan ize

pre judge

pre vent

pre vi ous

pre si dent

PART 2 Draw an arc under each syllable in the words. (Say each word part as you draw each arc.)

refund

rebel

retreat

reorganize

prejudge

prevent

previous

president

PREFIX QUIZ 4
nUnderline the prefix in the first word.
nCircle two answers that have the same or a similar meaning as the first word.

1. refund

pay back

extra money

repay

2. prejudge

imprison

judge before

decide without facts

3. rebel

resist

retreat

be against

4. prevent

avoid

happen again

stop before

5. retreat

go back

move away

refund

6. previous

happening before

prior

prevent

7. reorganize

rebel

in a new way

organize again

8. president

the head

vice president

person before all others

nWrite a sentence for each word: refund, rebel, prevent, president.

1.
2.
3.
4.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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